The MLSE equaliser performance is investigated for large DGD and CD by theoretical bounds and 42.7Gb/s simulations. Due to penalty saturation the required OSNR at DGDs closely above bit duration is dominant.
Introduction
Polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) is known as one of the limiting factors in high bit rate light wave systems, and it has been shown that electronic equalisation concepts have the potential of cost efficient PMD mitigation [1, 2] . Among these the Viterbi equaliser (VE), a conditional probabilitiesbased near maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), is capable to cover first and higher order PMD as well as chromatic dispersion (CD) in addition to non-gaussian and signal dependent noise from accumulated amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and low resolution analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) effects [1] . A commercially available VE [3] has been demonstrated to mitigate the signal degrading effects caused by differential group delay (DGD) and CD in combination with NRZ on-off keying (OOK), differential phase shift keying (DPSK) and optical duobinary (ODB). Recently, promising results for long distance effectiveness of MLSE with respect to CD and DGD have been presented [4, 5] . In this contribution we examine the VE error properties for large values of DGD and CD from theoretical and implementation relevant aspects.
MLSE Performance Bounds
For the overall non-linear intersymbol interference (ISI) channel with a finite memory of L symbols transmitting a binary sequence a∈A, the analogue front-end of an MLSE consists of a bank of filters matched to all 2 L+1 possible waveforms. For highspeed implementation, the filter bank has to be replaced by a lossy oversampled noise limiting lowpass filter. The MLSE decides for a sequence â based on the logarithm of probabilities logPr(w|b) of the T/2 sampled and quantised (q bit ADC) VE input values w conditioned on the 2 L+1 channel states b, where logPr(w|b) can be estimated e.g. by histogram methods [1] . For linear ISI with additive white Gaussian noise of variance σ and without quantisation, logPr(w|b) reduces to Euclidean distances and the VE error probability calculates to represents the most likely VE error events. If these events are isolated bit errors, d min /σ is identical to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the VE performance approaches the matched-filer bound. However, if longer error blocks are more likely, an additional penalty will occur [6] . Although this linear approach cannot unrestrictedly be applied to a VE for optical systems with ASE noise and ADC, the d min evaluation is useful to characterise system performance limits. Fig. 1a corresponds to a partial-response system [6] . In a pure 1 st order PMD system this takes place for DGD at 1T bit , 2T bit , 3T bit ... and therefore an additional penalty has to be expected. On the other hand, for a sufficient large VE memory the required OSNR degradation, even if the DGD exceeds several bits, is limited to a penalty which depends on applied the filters.
Using a L=5, q=5 VE where the logPr(w|b) histograms are estimated by 2⋅10 -5 training bits, Fig. 1b shows the required optical SNR (OSNR) at BER=10 -3 .
for ASE noise. Besides the penalty resulting from the 2-bit-error events around 1.2T bit DGD, additional 1dB compared to 2.5T bit DGD have to be noticed at 2T bit and 3T bit . Fig. 2 Different to PMD, in a CD-only fibre scenario the single-error events dominate and the penalty mainly results from the limited power attenuation due to the combination of group velocity dispersion (GVD) and square-law detection. Fig. 3a illustrates d min derived from the DC offset-free linear channel model extracted from the unquantised noiseless signal of a CD-only channel at 42.7Gb/s using direct detection. However, from an implementation point of view, the required VE memory L as well as an appropriate amount of quantiser bits q are restricting factors for large GVD values. Applying the same receiver setup as in Fig. 2 , the CD-only simulation results in Fig. 4 demonstrate a moderate penalty as long as the VE state memory does not exceed the overall channel memory. As a consequence, increasing e.g. L=3 to L=5 extends the tolerable GVD up to 80% at 2.5dB
OSNR penalty. Combining first order PMD and CD, the additional penalties at DGD=k⋅T bit disappear with increasing GVD, as can be seen from Fig. 3b . 
Conclusions
It was shown that the required OSNR is limited even if PMD and CD attains huge values, provided the VE equaliser is supplied with sufficient memory. This OSNR bound is mainly given by the square-law power attenuation and by the unavoidable 2-bit-error block penalty around 1.2T DGD. Therefore, the outage probability for large DGD values will be governed by the VE performance in this critical range. Iterative equalisation and decoding [7] allows to mitigate this system inherent problem. 
